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“Education breeds confidence. Confidence 

breeds hope. Hope breeds peace.” 

- Confucius 



“Believe you can and you're halfway there.” 

―Theodore Roosevelt 

Self-confidence is a fundamental attribute that significantly influences a student's success in 
academics and life in general. It serves as the cornerstone for personal growth, motivation, and the 
pursuit of ambitious goals. 
  
Self-confidence plays a pivotal role in academic achievement. Students who believe in their abilities 
are more likely to set high goals and persist in their efforts to reach them. Confident students are 
more likely to take on challenging tasks and persevere through difficulties. A high level of self-
confidence can instill the resilience needed to cope with setbacks and ultimately excel in their 
studies. 
  
Confident students tend to be more active and engaged learners. They actively participate in class 
discussions, ask questions, and seek help when needed. They are not afraid to voice their opinions. 
  
Self-confident students are better equipped to make informed decisions and solve problems 
effectively. They trust their judgment and are more likely to take risks. Their confidence empowers 
them to be innovative and think critically, which are invaluable skills in both academics and life 
beyond school. 
  
Self-confidence is closely linked to motivation. Students who believe in their capabilities are more 
inclined to set and pursue ambitious goals. This drive and determination are critical factors in their 
academic success. 
  
Confidence also contributes to students' interpersonal skills. Those who are self-assured tend to 
communicate more effectively, collaborate well with peers, and build positive relationships with 
teachers. These social skills are not only essential for a conducive learning environment but also for 
future success in the workplace. 
  
In the journey of education, students often face challenges and obstacles. Self-confidence acts as 
a shield, helping them persevere in the face of adversity. Confident individuals are less likely to be 
discouraged by setbacks and more likely to view challenges as opportunities for growth. 
  
The role of self-confidence in students' achievements cannot be overstated. It is a key determinant 
in academic performance, effective learning, decision-making, motivation, interpersonal skills, and 
overall personal development. As educators and parents, fostering a sense of self-confidence in 
students is crucial for their long-term success, and it is an investment that pays dividends throughout 
their lives. 
  
To boost self-confidence in students, educators and parents shall provide encouragement, 
constructive feedback, and opportunities for personal growth. It's also important for students to 
practice self-awareness, set realistic goals, and develop skills to manage stress and overcome 
challenges. 
 

Nootan Anand 

Educator 

  



 

 
 

 
 

“Be the change that you wish to see in the world”  

-Mahatma Gandhi 

 2nd October marks the birth anniversary of the father of nation and also the birth anniversary 

of Shree Lal Bahadur Shastri, one of the most respected Prime Ministers of India, a special  

assembly was conducted by the students of Grade VIII A and C. The wonderful assembly 

presented by the students reflected the immense efforts of the participants that conveyed 

the message of peace and nonviolence given by Mahatma Gandhi. The lively performances 

filled the atmosphere with the feeling of patriotism and respect towards Mahatma Gandhi 

and Lal Bahadur Shastri who played a vital role in the freedom struggle of India. The 

mesmerizing song and dance performance along with an informative PPT delivered the 

message of patience, non-violence and peace amongst the audience. In commemoration of 

the birth anniversary of these two magnificent souls the students tried to focus on their 

teachings. 

  



 

 

 

 

Diwali is a symbol of hope for human kind .it brings universal compassion, inner joy of 

peace, love and awareness of unity amongst the masses. 

The special Diwali assembly held on 10th November, 2023 unfolded a spectrum of talents 

by the students of Grade VI C. From impactful news headlines to a thought-provoking skit 

on Ramayan, the event was a fusion of creativity and reflection. A rhythmic dance, soulful 

Chaupais, and a poignant poem on lessons from Lord Ram's life kept the audience 

captivated. A harmonious song delivered an eco-friendly Diwali message, emphasizing the 

importance of sustainability in the festivities. The occasion was a rich blend of joy, wisdom, 

and cultural diversity. 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The students of Classes VI-VIII embraced creativity and tradition through different 

competitions. The festive spirit echoed as groups engaged in the intricate artistry of Rangoli, 

showcasing their teamwork and cultural finesse. Meanwhile, individual talents flourished in 

activities like Diwali Pooja Thali Decoration, Bandhanwar making, Mehndi, Lantern crafting, 

Wall hanging, Shubh Labh, and crafting various home decor items.  

The school campus became a canvas of colors and craftsmanship, as students celebrated 

the festival of lights with enthusiasm and artistic vigour. 

 



  



  



  



 
 

 

 

"On the canvas of remembrance, strokes of grace, 

Shri Gopal Sharma Sir's legacy, time can't erase. 

In the garden of echoes, where memories reside, 

our Founder Principal's spirit, a constant guide. 

Through the corridors of time, a gentle breeze, 

Whispers the tales of our Founder Principal's expertise. 

In the book of our institution, a significant part, 

A chapter penned with love, etched in every heart." 

In the fond memory of the visionary, Founder Principal, Respected Shri Gopal Sharma sir, a 

special assembly was presented by the students of MVN 17, on the solemn occasion of Prerna 

Diwas on 19th December,2023. 

The assembly, reverently organized, featured a series of poignant and heartfelt tributes to 

celebrate the indelible contributions of the revered educational stalwart. The gathering was 

presided over by Ms. Santosh Sharma, the Financial Advisor-MVN Society and Ms Agalya 

Venkatesh, Principal MVN -17. 

The assembly commenced with a serene prayer. Adding a personal touch to the homage, 

Divisha Arora, a talented student, presented a soul-stirring self-composed poem, eloquently 

capturing the essence of Sh. Sharma's enduring legacy and his unwavering dedication to 

education. Gopal Sharma Sir firmly believed in the fundamental values of discipline, altruism, 

perseverance, self-belief and reverence. The students of classes VIII and IX beautifully 

portrayed the essence of these values through a poetic dance.  In a heartfelt tribute, the school 

choir rendered Sir's favorite "karma" song, resonating with his beliefs and philosophies, 

underscoring the importance of action and dedication. The ambience became peaceful with the 

mesmerizing rendition of the melodious 'Prerna' song, a cherished piece emblematic of 

inspiration and motivation—a value Sh. Gopal Sharma Sir fervently instilled among students 

and staff alike. 

A senior faculty member of the school Mr. Dilip Kumar Jha addressed the students and shared 

his fond memories of the founder Principal Sir. The assembly culminated as students and faculty 

paid a floral tributes to Shri Gopal Sharma Sir, acknowledging his profound impact on the ethos 

of the school.  



  



The students of Class Vl exhibited their talent as they celebrated the magic of Christmas 

through a delightful array of performances in a special assembly. Students shared interesting 

facts and presentations about unique customs, decorations, and festivities, fostering cultural 

awareness and appreciation. True meaning of Christmas and the significance of love and 

compassion was well explained by the students in their speeches. 

Santa Claus made a special appearance in between the exhilarating dance performances 

which lent a magical touch to the celebration. The true essence of Christmas lies in the the 

joy of giving as it strengthens the bond of love that we share with one another. The assembly 

concluded at a festive note, showing all that Christmas isn't a season, It's a feeling of joy 

forever. 

 

  



 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

गर्व हमें है हहन्दी पर, शान हमारी हहन्दी है 

कहते-सुनते हहन्दी हम, पहचान हमारी हहन्दी है। 

Language and culture of any country plays an important role in making people-to connect 

with the other people and helps in making a strong nation. Hindi is a language of love, 

togetherness and brotherhood. Hindi week was celebrated from 3rd – 6th October with great 

zeal and enthusiasm for the students of Classes VI–VIII. Students of Class VI enjoyed 

reciting poems with winsome expressions, thoughts and rhythm. The magic of their words 

and innocent gestures left everybody spellbound.  

Students of Class VII recited Dohas of famous poets and writers with great spontaneity and 

ease. The participants displayed wonderful oratory skills while explaining and referring to 

the context of the Dohas. 

Role play is an art of expression of thoughts and develops empathy towards others by 

experiencing new perspectives. Keeping the same thought in mind and to inculcate love for 

Hindi language in our kids, the Role Play of some of the famous personalities was enacted 

by the students of Grade VIII. They enthralled the audience with their articulation and 

memory skills. 

  



  



  



  



 

 

 

 

Maths Week was an exciting exploration of two fascinating mathematical concepts - 

Isometric Figures and Napier Bones. Students of Classes VI and VII delved into the world of 

spatial geometry and ancient calculating devices, gaining a deeper understanding of 

mathematical principles. 

Isometric figures were a highlight during Maths Week, introducing students to three-

dimensional shapes and their unique properties. From cubes to pyramids, students engaged 

in hands-on activities to visualize and create these figures. The emphasis was on 

understanding equal measurements along each axis, fostering spatial awareness and 

geometric comprehension. 

Maths Week successfully combined theoretical learning with practical application. Students 

left with a deeper appreciation for isometric figures, understanding spatial geometry, and the 

historical significance of Napier Bones in simplifying mathematical calculations. The week-

long exploration served as a foundation for continued mathematical curiosity and 

exploration. 

  



  



  



  



 

 
 
 
 

Adventurous Escapades 

Classes -Vl &Vll 

Grade VI and VII students embarked on a day filled with adventure, dance, and music at 

Vishalgarh Farms near Gurugram. This unique trip offered a diverse range of experiences. 

The day started with thrilling adventure activities, where the students tested their courage 

with zip-lining and rock climbing. 

The students not only conquered physical challenges but also expressed themselves 

creatively through music and dance. This trip was a delightful blend of adventure and 

artistry, offering a well-rounded and memorable experience for students. 

  



  



A Picnic in the Sunshine" 

To give an exposure to the raw ethnic village setup, the school had a fun day out with class Xll 

on 14th October to Vishalgarh farms. 

The Students and Staff were welcomed cordially in a traditional way. The students enjoyed 

several adventurous and fun filled activities such as zip lining, trampoline jumping, rope ladder, 

beam balancing, commando net, bullock cart riding, camel riding, archery, marbles, puppet 

show, magic show and many others. 

The students danced to the tunes of folk music, witnessed the best of nature beyond the city 

limit and experienced a rich representation of Rajasthani culture and cuisine. 

The day was well spent with memories to cherish. 

 



The desire for Innovation strives us to keep moving forward, opening new doors and 

doing new things. Curiosity keeps leading us to new paths. 

 
 

A team of students of Class VIII along with their educator Ms. Anju Sharma visited ‘Inspire 

Manak Awards’ exhibition held at Indira Gandhi Sports Complex, New Delhi on October 9, 

2023. 

The INSPIRE-MANAK (Million Minds Augmenting National Aspiration and Knowledge) 

jointly implemented by Department of Science & Technology. Government of India 

organized National Level exhibition for students of middle school in Delhi. The event 

provided an opportunity to the young budding scientists to witness the projects and models 

of the National Level to gain insightful knowledge and innovated ways of presenting science 

models  

Such an enlightening exposure enables the students to work towards excellence, broadens 

their outlook and prepares them to develop critical thinking essential for scientific temper. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Promoting Civic Duty and Cleanliness Through 'Swachhata Hi Seva' Campaign. 

MVN-17 celebrated Gandhi Jayanti by actively participating in the "Swachhata Hi Seva" 

(SHS) campaign, aligned with its aim to generate community involvement and promote 

cleanliness. The SHS campaign, held from 15th September to 2nd October, emphasized 

sanitation as a collective responsibility. Our enthusiastic students from Classes VI-VIII 

carried out a thorough cleaning of the school, focusing on visual cleanliness and the well-

being of 'SafaiMitras', in line with the SHS-2023 theme 'Garbage Free India'. This activity 

not only promoted cleanliness but also instilled a sense of civic duty among our students, 

making MVN-17 proud contributors to a cleaner and prosperous India. 

  



 

 

 

 

"Robotics is not just a field of science; it’s a canvas for art, innovation, and 
progress.” – Rodney Brooks 

 

 

Robotics has emerged as a promising field in education and the students who learn robotics 

develop better problem-solving skills and learn a variety of engineering concepts and 

universal skills.  

Robo Car Race Competition was organized with the objective to further scientific temper and 

to augment creativity, collaboration and critical thinking amongst the students. Students of 

Classes VI to VIII participated in this event with great enthusiasm.  

 

  



 

 

 

"Creativity is piercing the mundane to find the marvellous.” – Bill Moyers 

Craft-centered education creates a balance between theory and monotonous learning 

through creative stimulation and self-expression.  

Students showcased their salad dressing skills innovatively through beautiful designs of 

vegetable carvings and presenting the salads in an attractive way. The students of Classes 

VI and VII participated whole heartedly displaying their creative skills in salad dressing. The 

purpose of the activity was to inculcate healthy food habits and awareness regarding the 

healthy food choices amongst students. Healthy eating isn’t about deprivation or counting 

calories, it’s about making the right choice of food items. 

  



 
 
 
 

 

“A time for celebration. A time for victory of good over evil. 

A time when the world sees the example of power of good.” 

Celebrating festivals is an integral part of learning at MVN. Being a diverse country, through 

such celebrations, students not only learn the significance behind the festival, but they also 

learn to embrace other traditions and culture just like they do with their own. On the 

auspicious occasion of Dussehra, students of Classes VI – VIII made beautiful puppets and 

face mask on the theme of mythological characters of Ramayana. The students 

enthusiastically participated and came up with various kinds of finger puppets, stick puppets 

and face masks, using their creativity. This fun-filled activity also encouraged their 

craftsmanship and their artistic skills. 

  



 

 

 

 

A Session on mental health was conducted for students of Classes VI and VII to focus on 

their mental health. Students learned about the therapeutic advantages of activities like 

crumpling paper to relieve tension, exercising mindfulness to hold on to good thoughts, and 

taking care of plants as a metaphor for developing good habits. With the use of these 

activities, we hoped to encourage self-awareness, stress management, and the creation of 

constructive routines. Students received useful skills to improve their emotional resilience 

and general mental health by connecting mental health to concrete behaviours. The students 

enjoyed the holistic journey towards a healthier mind. 

  



 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE BY MVNITES IN INDIAN OLYMPIAD QUALIFIER IN 

MATHEMATICS 

9 SELECTIONS FOR RMO 

Standing true to the rich MVN legacy of setting up ever new benchmarks of excellence, our 

students have done us all proud by giving their best performance in the prestigious IOQM , 

INDIAN OLYMPIAD QUALIFIER in MATHEMATICS - 2023 conducted by Mathematics 

Teacher's Association of India .9 Students from MVN School, Sector -17 got selected for 

RMO (REGIONAL MATHEMATICAL OLYMPIAD ) Stage -2. 

The school congratulates its star achievers and wishes them yet another spectacular 

success ahead. 

  



 
 
 
 
 

“There is simply no substitute for hard work, when it comes to achieving success.” 
 

8 MVNites have secured positions among the top 100 in IEO. 

Once again our students have brought laurels with their commendable achievements in IEO, 

which has made us feel proud. They have proved that the successful warrior is the average 

man, with laser-like focus.  

Congratulations!! "You aced it! Your achievement is truly inspiring! 

   



 
 
Heartiest Congratulations on achieving a remarkable milestone! 

24 MVNites qualified for Second Level of lnternational English Olympiad lEO 2023-24. Your 

success is a testament to your hard work and intellectual prowess, showcasing your ability 

to excel in the competitive field of Olympiads 

Congratulations on this remarkable achievement, and we eagerly anticipate your success in 

the upcoming rounds. 

  



 

 

 

 

"Ambition is the path to success. Persistence is the vehicle you arrive in ." 

The school congratulates CHAITANYA GARG , AARSH KUKREJA and AARYAN VERMA 

for winning the first round of CBSE HERITAGE INDIA QUIZ, 2023-24.The team is among 

the top thirty teams selected from the region for participation in the Cluster round of the 

Quiz.They are wished brilliant success in the next round . 

ALL THE BEST ! 

  



 
 
 

 

 

 

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE BY KASHVI AT DISTRICT LEVEL ESSAY WRITING 

COMPETITION!! 

The school congratulates KASHVI ARORA (CLASS XI) for securing FIRST POSITION at 

the DISTRICT LEVEL and making it to the STATE LEVEL of SCIENCE ESSAY WRITING 

COMPETITION, 2023-24 being organized by HARYANA STATE COUNCIL FOR SCIENCE, 

INNOVATION & TECHNOLOGY.  

We wish her The Very Best for the next step!! 

 

  



 

 

 

"The True measure of intelligence is not how much you know but how well you 

can apply that knowledge in daily lives " 

 
Students of MVN SCHOOL Sector -17 emerged victorious in the Inter School Science Quiz 

Competition, Sci-Spectacle Quiz 2023 organised by Vidya Mandir School showcasing their 

exceptional knowledge and analytical skills. The team, of bright minds passionate about 

science, navigated through challenging questions with precision and enthusiasm. Their 

triumph not only highlights their individual brilliance but also underscores the effectiveness 

of collaborative learning and dedication to academic excellence.  

The participants, Aashwik Jha of Class IX, Tanmay Sharma of Class X & Yashvi of Class XI 

were awarded with the Winner Trophy and a Bicycle each as a prize for their outstanding 

performance. 

Their success is a testament to the school's commitment to fostering a strong foundation in 

science education and nurturing the inquisitive minds of our students. 

  



 

" The Way to Get Started is to quit talking and begin doing ." 

 The school celebrates the glorious success of ADVIKA KHANDELWAL and DIVYANSHI 

GUPTA( Class XI)in TECH TASK , SCI - SPECTACLE -2023. 

The budding tech wizards bagged the ' BEST UTILITARIAN PROJECT " award in the event 

. We wish our enterprising young minds an incessant streak of trailblazing accomplishments 

ahead . 

  



 

Happiness lies in the joy of achievement and the thrill of tireless efforts.Success is 

the sum of small efforts, repeated.” —R. Collier 

Students leave no stone unturned when it comes to excelling in academics and reaching 

new heights. This time too, they have brought laurels to the school by securing 10 

positions in top 500 at International General Knowledge Olympiad 2023-24 '. 

  



 
"All the world is a laboratory to the inquiring minds" 

 
Ayushi Sihag, Ansh Agarwal and Tanmay Gupta of Class XII competed with the best teams 

of Faridabad District and qualified the District Level Science and Maths Quiz Competition, 

organised by Haryana State Council for Science Innovation and Technology. 

The school congratulates the achievers for their remarkable performance and wishes them 

luck for success in Zonal Level Quiz Competition. 

  



 

 

 

Excellence is never an accident. It is always the result of high intention, sincere effort, 

and intelligent execution; it represents the wise choice of many alternatives - choice, not 

chance, determines your destiny 
.-Aristotle 

 

B.C.ADITYA JEYACHANDRAN of Class XII, Commerce Stream has won laurels for the 

school . He has scored AIR 24 in the much coveted Common Law Admission Test , CLAT 

2024, organized by the Consortium of National Law Universities. We congratulate him 

on this grand feat of achievement and wish him even greater success ahead . 

  



 

Celebrating Excellence in Innovation! 

We are thrilled to announce that one of our bright stars, RIDDHI GUPTA, a student of class 

Vlll has earned her spot in the final round of the Techfest - SOF Innovation Challenge!  

RIDDHI's outstanding performance in the preliminary NSO round caught the attention of the 

Techfest organizers, placing her among the top 20 students out of over 10,000 participants 

from across the globe at the SOF TECHFEST IIT BOMBAY INNOVATION CHALLENGE. 

We extend our heartfelt congratulations to RIDDHI GUPTA for this remarkable achievement 

and wish her All the best for the Final round to be held at llT Bombay . 

  



 

 

 

MVN-17's unwavering dedication to peace and excellence shone brightly at K. R. Mangalam 

World School's Peace Fest 2023, where our students secured top positions across multiple 

categories. Their remarkable talents and commitment serve as a testament to our school's 

mission of nurturing unity, compassion, and the pursuit of peace. MVN-17 proudly stands as 

a beacon of excellence and an advocate for a harmonious world. We extend our heartfelt 

appreciation to our talented winners for their outstanding achievements. 

  



 
 
 
 
 

 

At the recent Shree Krishna Kala Mahotsav in Vrindavan's esteemed Shodh Sansthan, 

Kritika Gakher, a rising star from Class 7 at MVN Sector-17, stole the limelight by clinching 

the coveted 1st prize in Kathak. Her spellbinding performance mesmerized the audience, 

earning her well-deserved recognition for her exceptional talent and dedication to this 

classical art form. Kritika's triumph not only celebrates her skill but also exemplifies her 

commitment to mastering the intricacies of Kathak, marking a remarkable milestone in her 

artistic journey. 

Kritika was honoured with a memorable token of appreciation—a memento, a framed 

acknowledgement, and a beautiful statue of Shree Krishna, along with the trophy during the 

dance festival. 

  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

"Hard Work is the formula for Success " 

Keeping with the aforesaid, our talented MVNites, once again made us immensely proud through their 

performance in the Interschool event organized by Apeejay School, Faridabad on 25th November 2023. 

Students from MVN Sector-17 showcased their talent in the various events.  

Alia of grade IV secured First position in the ‘Magical Monologue’ event. In this event, Alia reprised a 

conversation between Lord Krishna and the great warrior, Arjuna. Bani Verma and Samaira Mehta of Grade 

V showcased their oratory skills and bagged Second position in the event, ‘Rhetoric Rumble’ wherein they 

presented their views for and against the subject, ‘Artificial Intelligence- Boon or Threat’. Suneha of Grade II 

created a 3D model of nature using clay and bagged the second position in the event ‘Clayzone’. Nayra of 

Class I dressed up as Mother Teresa in the event ‘Dress o’ Matic’ bagging the third position. Karan Sharma 

of Grade IV mesmerized the judges with his dancing skill bagging the third position in the event, ‘Dance n’ 

Dazzle’. Moksha Arora of Grade 3 creatively illustrated a folk tale using puppets presenting the beautiful 

thought, “Be who you are, Shine like a Superstar”. She bagged the third position in the event, ‘Story Strings’ 

The event turned out to be a great success as MVN Sector-17 School is also the proud winner of the ‘Over-

all Trophy’. The MVN Family is proud of their efforts and achievement and wishes them all the best for their 

future endeavours.   



 

 
 
 
 
 

"Determination is the key that unlocks the door to achievement." 

Our exceptional MVNites have once again dazzled us with their outstanding performance at 

the Interschool extravaganza, 'UBHARTE FANKAAR 3.0,' hosted by DAV School, Sector 

14, Faridabad, on November 29, 2023. The students from MVN Sector-17 showcased a 

spectacular array of talents across diverse events. 

Inaisha Jauhari of KG illuminated the stage, claiming the top spot in the enchanting 'The 

Theatrical Tapestry' event. Our Grade I prodigy, Divisha Sharma, gracefully bagged the 

coveted First Prize in the ethereal event, "Elegance in Motion." 

Saurish Jain, a Grade II virtuoso, mesmerized the audience with his melodic prowess, 

securing a brilliant First position in the 'Vocal Virtuoso Challenge.' The dynamic duo, Shreya 

and Himakshi Rawat of Grade IV, weaved magic in the 'Masterful Marionettes' event, 

clinching the coveted First position. Meanwhile, the imaginative collaboration of Bhavika 

Choudhary and Ashlyn Bhatia from Grade III soared to artistic heights, securing the Second 

position with their captivating dream catcher in the 'Dream Weaver Showdown’ event. 

Adding a touch of tech brilliance, Ishanvi and Pratishtha of Grade VIII showcased their 

wizardry in the 'Tech Wizards' event, leaving judges awe-inspired with their beautiful poster 

on Sustainable Development. This event helped in nurturing the incipient talent of the 

budding artists by providing them with a splendid platform to showcase their flair in 

multifarious domains in a phenomenal manner. 

The students of MVN Sector-17 didn't just participate; they orchestrated a mesmerizing 

symphony of talents across a kaleidoscope of events, imprinting an indelible mark of 

creativity and sheer excellence. The collective brilliance of our students virtuosos 

harmoniously unleashed a storm of creativity, clinching the prestigious First Prize in the 

spellbinding event, "Harmony Unleashed." Applause for a symphony of triumph!  

This triumph is a testament to the dedication, hard work, and extraordinary talent that define 

the ethos of MVN. 

  



 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

"The ignited mind of the youth is the most powerful resource above the earth, 

on the earth and below the earth" - Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam 

It gives us immense pleasure to announce that students of MVN -17 brought laurels to the 

school for their outstanding performance at RESILIENCE MUN'23 organised by MRIS 

CHARMWOOD on19th & 20th October 2023. 

School congratulates its passionate young leaders who took on the role of diplomats to 

negotiate on pressing national issues. May you all continue to behold the dazzling symphony 

of knowledge and brilliance that pulsates within your remarkable mind! 

  



Competitions play a role in motivating students to perform, excel and offer a lot more reward than just the 

winning prize. They offer a chance for participants to gain substantial experience, showcase skills, analyse 

and evaluate outcomes and uncover personal aptitude.  

At TMS KRITI, organized by The Modern School, Sector-85, Shafiya Sohaib and Daksh Kaushik of Class XI 

won the first position in the event Combat of the Intellect, Unnati of Class XI bagged the first position in the 

event Nav Ras, Naira Singhal of Class Nursery and Prishita Gulati of Class KG secured the first position in 

the event Fashion Fiasco and Bhoomika Agarwal of Class XI won the first position in the event Go for Graffiti. 

The participants exhibited their talents and skills with great enthusiasm and passion. Their vivacity and 

brilliance reflected fully in their performances. 

  



 

 

Heartiest congratulations to MVNites for the dazzling display of their performance in various 

competitive events . 

Himank Sharma of Class VII and Kauts of Class VIII won the second position in the event 

‘Timeless India’ and Takshvi Tripathi of Class KG bagged the second position in the event 

‘Story Tellers’. Inaisha of Class KG was awarded with the title Judges Choice in the event 

‘Budding Artist’ and Naina of Class KG was awarded with the title Judges Choice in the event 

‘Nano Poetry’. 

We wish them spectacular success and greater glory ahead. 

  



 

"Dance is a language beyond words, expressing that for which we have no words”. – 

Jennifer De Leon 

Dancing is surely the most basic and relevant of all forms of expression. Nothing else can 

so effectively give outward form to an inner experience. Kritika Gakher of Class VII bagged 

the first position and Tarushee Kamra of Class XII secured the second position in Solo 

Classical Dance competition organised by Bal Bhawan on the occasion of Children’s Day. 

The vivacious dancers set the floor on fire with their energetic performances and this was a 

reflection of their passion and hard work. 

  



 
 
 
 
 

In a dazzling display of innovation and brilliance, the students of MVN School, Sector-17 

once again proved their mettle at TINKFIESTA-23, a prestigious interschool competition 

orchestrated by DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL, NTPC FARIDABAD. 

Aakarsh Thukral and Amoghversh Dixit from Grade VIII captured the first position in the 

event ‘Brainstorm’. 

Moksha Arora from Grade III clinched the third position in the 'Digi Bharat' event, leaving an 

indelible mark on the audience. We celebrate Kardam's outstanding achievement and 

recognize the dedication, hard work, and passion that went into securing the Consolation 

Prize in the event 'Tech Wizard'. 

We extend our warmest congratulations to the winners for their stunning accomplishments. 

Your dedication, ingenuity, and unwavering pursuit of excellence are truly commendable. 

 

  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

"Roller skating is a never-ending adventure; there’s always something new to learn “ 

Roller skating is a sport, an art form, a lifestyle, and a culture. Roller skating is the perfect 

way to combine fitness with fun. It helps people develop a fitness habit with a sport that is 

enjoyable for all ages. In Haryana Open State Zonal, held at Baliawas, Aarav Chauhan of 

Class VII won the silver medal. His excellent techniques, confidence and synchronisation 

won the hearts of all present. 

  



 

ROLLER SKATING CHAMPIONSHIP 

The school celebrates the exemplary feat of AARAV CHAUHAN for making it to STATE 

LEVEL in ROLLER SKATING TOURNAMENT in FARIDABAD DISTRICT SCHOOL GAMES 

2023 (SGFI). 

Go ahead and earn resplendent accolades. We wish you all the best for future tournaments. 

  



KHO KHO TOURNAMENT 

The School Congratulates the Girls team (Under -11) for bagging the Second Position, Boys 

Team (Under-11) for the third position in Kho Kho Tournament and ANSHIKA and KASHVI 

for making it to State Level in the prestigious 

FARIDABAD DISTRICT SCHOOL GAMES 2023 (SGFI). Our rising stars are wished far 

greater glory in times to come. 

  



 

GYMNASTICS TOURNAMENT 

 

“Wake up every day knowing that today is a new day and only you can determine the outcome of 

the day. So dream big, accept the challenge, and never look back.” – Alicia Sacramone 

Gymnastics is an amazing foundation sport which allows children to develop physically, 

socially, and emotionally. In the SGFI District level Gymnastics Tournament, held at Sports 

Complex, Sector-12, the boy gymnasts Tejasv Nagar, Vatsal Garg of Class IV and Kaustabh 

Dobhal, Vihaan Singh, Viraat Tomar of Class V in the under-11 category have won the 

second position. Their commitment paid off as they all performed superbly showing great 

technique and a high level of skill. 

  



 

“Patience, persistence and perspiration make an unbeatable combination for success." 

MVN 17 congratulates Shivansh Adlakha on securing third position in U 19, individual event 

and Shivansh Adlakha, Tejasev Ahuja ,Mudit Arora, Animesh Bhatia for third position in U 

19 , team event in Cluster XV Table Tennis Tournament, 2023 held at SD Adarsh 

Vidyalaya,Sector 47, Gurugram. They are wished greater glories ahead. 

  



 

Triumphant Feats: Our Shining Stars at the 36th District Roller Skating Championship, 2023 

We are delighted to announce the splendid achievements of our talented students at the 

36th District Roller Skating Championship, 2023, organized by the Roller Skating 

Association Faridabad (RSAF). Our school takes immense pride in congratulating Aarav 

Chauhan of Class 7 for securing the Silver and Bronze medals in the 11-14 years age group 

(Quads Skate) in the 500+D and 1500M Road Race, respectively. Additionally, Dhruv Tyagi 

of Grade 9 demonstrated exceptional skill by winning a Bronze medal in the 14-17 years age 

group. 

Their dedication, hard work, and sporting spirit are truly commendable. We extend our 

heartfelt congratulations to them and look forward to celebrating their future 

accomplishments.  

  



 

Taekwondo competition pursues the development and integration of fitness, technique, and 

strategy as well as a sense of humility and sportsmanship. Our talented student participated 

in CBSE NORTH ZONE-2 Taekwondo Championship 2023 . Manya Mittal of Class lX 

displayed her hard work, dedication and skilled practice, and made us proud with her 

performance by securing the Bronze medal. Our student showcased that emphasis on speed 

and agility is a defining characteristic of taekwondo. 

  



 

A dream doesn’t become reality through magic; it takes sweat, determination, and hard work. 
– Colin Powell 

Kudos to Niyati ! 

We Are So Proud Of You !! 

The school celebrates the glorious success of NIYATI BHATIA (Class XII) in ALL INDIA 

NATIONAL KARATE CHAMPIONSHIP 2023. She has bagged SILVER MEDAL in the 

prestigious event. She is wished stupendous achievements ahead . 

  



 

 

 

"Without Labour, Nothing Prospers" 

MVN applauds the stellar endeavour of MAHAK DUHAN and NITAKSHI JAIN for securing 

THIRD POSITION in the U19( Girls) category in BASKETBALL SGFI STATE 

TOURNAMENT, 2023 and wishes them many more brilliant innings in times to come. 

  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

” Energy and persistence conquer all things." -Benjamin Franklin 

The persistent, dedicated and enthusiastic MVNites, with a sense of camaraderie and 

passion for games participated in 5th Haryana State School Games 2023 , Tug Of War 

Tournament held at Dronacharya Stadium, Kurukshetra. 

They emerged as winners in different categories. Their moves and performance at the 

event truly exhibited their perseverance and prowess. 

Congratulations to both and best wishes for future endeavours. 

 

 

  



 


